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TIGER TRACK TEAM CAPTURES STATE TITLE, DANCE AND RECEPTION JUNIOR-SENIOR FEATURED BANQUET, DANCE
MANER AND O'DELL MAKING NEW RECORDS AFFORD MUCH PLEAS- AND RECEPTION WITH SUPERLATIVE GAITY
Four years 'ago the Clemson Tiger
URE AFTER BANQUET MEMORIAL EXERCISES The Height of Clemson's Soreigned supreme in South Carolina's
track and field events. Saturday TIGERS TAKE THIRD
cial Life Reached Friday
The dance and reception which
afternoon history repeated in the
Night—Attended by South's
form of a record breaking meet in
followed the Junior-Senior banquet
TO
BE
HELD
THURSDAY
Most
Beautiful Girls.
which the Bengals topped all others.
were
the
largest
and
most
formal
GAME OF SERIES occasions of the college year. The
The Clemson team lead by Captain Ross O'Dell was outstanding
dance was held in the gymnasium,
Under the auspices of the John
throughout the meet with and array
and the reception in the Y. M. C. A. C. Calhoun Chapter of the U. D. C,
The Clemson Mess hall was the
FROMJUINSMEN
of stars in the various events, hut
The dance was given by the Junior Memorial Day will
be observed scene of a gala event Friday night

the three outstanding can easily be
mentioned in O'Dell,
Maner, and
Blakeney.
Two of these men, O'Dell and
Maner, in their last state contest
for Clemson, left new high standards
for South Carolina athletes to aim
at.
O'Dell, all around track and
field star, holder of National, Southern conference, and State records,
added one -more to his list when
he cleared the bar at five feet, eleven
inches in the running high jump,
while Maner, crack two miler, clipped 17.8 seconds off the former
mark made by Cannon of Clemson
in 1927.
Maner's time was 10
minutes, 17.G seconds for the distance.
The outstanding event of the day,
however, was BJakeney's run in the
relay. The scores were such that
if P. C. won the relay, the meet
•was theirs. If they placed second
in this event, Clemson and P. C.
would be tied for first honors. However Blakeney put the "quietus" on
the relay with 'his spectacular run
in the third lap. Morgan of Furman was leading the field by 20
yards when Blakeney began his run.
The race that he put up is history.
It was just 53 seconds later that he
handed the baton to Adams, and he
was just three yards in front of the
Furman man. Blakeney had gained
23 yards on Furman's fastest 440
man and had practically cinched the
State meet for Clemson.
SUMMARY
1 Mile Run Final—1, "Vincent (F)
2 B,lake (P. C); 3, Dean (F); 4,
Grimesly, Carolina. Time, 4.41.2 sec.
440 Yard Dash Final—1, Thomas
(Carolina); 2, Morgan (F); 3, Powell (F); 4, Adams (Clemson). Time,
52.9 sec.
100 Yard Dash Final—il, Zohel,
(Carolina); 2, Hogrefe (P. C); 3,
Rubenstein
(Carolina); 4, Harvin
(Clemson). Time, 10 sec. Ties state
record.
(Continued on page 7)

BOARD OF VISITORS
MAKE ANNUAL VISIT
The Board of Visitors appointed
annually by the Board of Trustees
has completed its tour of inspection
of the college for this year. The
Board of Visitors is composed of a
representative interested in education
from each congressional district of
the state. The Board for this year
consists of J. Ross Hanahan, of
Charleston, J. F. Williams of Aiken,
Harold Major of Anderson, B. H.
Brown of Spartanburg, L. D. Pitta,
of Rock Hill, A. B. Jordan of Dillon, and McDavid Horton of Columbia.
Every member of the B,oard was
present at its meeting. Two days
were spent in visiting all departments of the college and inspecting
its varied activities.
A thorough
survey was made of the mess hall
hospital, and other points of interest.
Tuesday before chapel exercises
the Corps paraded for the visitors.
At the chapel exercises Senator Williams spoke to the corps and told
them it was men of dependability
that were needed in the world today. He closed his speech by saying that he had always been a
Clemson
supporter
and
always
would be one, and his desire was
to equip Clemson with the most
modern machinery that could be
obtained. After his speech Dr. Sikes
introduced the remainder of the
Board to the corps.
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and Senior dancing clubs, and under- Thursday afternoon, May 10, beThe exerThe reception was given by the cises, with Mr. S. M. Martin, ■presidY. M. C. A., and was attended by ing, will be held in Memorial Grove
Juniors, Seniors, and their fair on the campus and continuing at the
guests who did not care to dance. Old Stone Church. The address will
The big gym was artistically de- be delivered by Dr. R. H. Bennett,
corated for the dance, the color President of Dander College., The
scheme being green and white. Clemson College Band will render
The decorating committee worked several selections during the afterlong and hard to put this hall in noon, and the second .platoon of "L"
shape for the dance. The floor was Company (prize platoon) will fire
entirely cleared, so as to have all the salute. The decoration of the
the space possible.
Down each Memorial and the graves will be the
side, posts were erectd and wrapped feature of the exercises. All are corin green and white crepe paper. dially invited to attend.
These formed a narrow isle on each
side, with small shaded lights overhead at regular intervals, and gave crowded, and the number of stags
the appearance of a pavilion.
At just right. The music, which was
one end of the hall was a huge sun furnished by the Cavaliers, one of
set, with half of the orb visible, and Clemson's own Jazz orchestras, was
large rays striking out for a con- excellent, and everyone agreed that
siderable distance in all directions. these boys had plenty of pep.
This sun was iplaced in sharp reVying with the dance for beauty
lief by a background of green shrub- and gaiety was the reception at
This affair atbery and a footlight on the floor. the Y. M. C. A.
On each side and ^slightly above tracted as many guests as did the
this scene stalked two hugh tigers dance and lasted not quite as long.
in silhouette that looked very real. The lobby of the "Y" was beautiAt the opposite end of the hall was fully decorated in a riot of color.
the orchestra platform, which was All doors, windows, and lights were
housed in on each side and over- curtained with wide strips of crepe
head with green and white crepe paper, four colors predominating,
paper, and banked with palms and yellow, lavender, blue, and pink.
ferns. Here again, stalked another Ferns, palms, flowers, and several
silhouette tiger thru green grass, pieces of lattice work were used
on the wall at the rear of the plat- with good effect.
The prettiest
form. Overhead white crepe paper spot, however, was the little nook
was used entirely, while around the behind the desk. Here, this corner
side walls white vertical strips were was filled with pines and shi-ubbs.
used alternately with green strips. Overhead were streamers of different
Along the center were suhpended colors suspended from the light in
four large lights which were de- the center to the side walls. Thru
corated with short .green and white the pines, which were kept dark,
streamers.
The color scheme was was visible a crescent and a star.
a novelty and a step away from This scene attracted much comment.
the usual over-use of the college On the desk, which was covered
colors of purple and orange.
with vines and flowers was a large
The dance, which lasted from punch bowl.
eleven until three was conceded to
The reception began with music
be the best that has been held here by a cadet orchestra, and was opened
this year, and the best Junior-Senior with the Grand March, in which
dance in quite a long while. There everyone participated. This was exwas plenty of ,pep and gaiety in ceptionally pretty and colorful as the
the air.
The floor was not too
(Continued on page 5)

Take classmen were permitted to attend. ginning at 4:15 o'clock.

The Clemson Tigers came out of
the little end of the horn in a series
of games with Auburn, losing the
first two and winning the third.
In the first game, Auburn touched
the Tiger .pitchers for 13 bits. Bryan
was relieved in the sixth by Chamblee, who failed, however to check
the Auburn hitters. Wood pitched
an excellent game for Auburn and'
starred in the hitting as well.
The second game on the following
day was not so easy for the Plainsmen. For five innings, Clemson led
in the scoring. Victory seemed assured, until Auburn staged a dramatic ninth inning rally, and scored
four runs, winning the contest 9
and 6.
Two Clemson errors, two
singles, and a squeeze play were
responsible for the counters.
A ninth inning rally gets credit
lor another victory, but this time
lor Clemson. The Tigers fiished the
game out of the fire on the next day
and won from Auburn 6-5.
Auburn led the scoring for three
innings, but 2 Clemson singles and
an infield error filled the bases in
the final inning, and a passed ball
scored two, ending the contest.
Martin pitched excellent baseball,
and with a little more support would
have made the game a simple affair
for the Tigers.
Score by innings:
Auburn
Clemson

First game:
101 133 020 11
000 300 000 3

Auburn
Clemson

Second game
200 O'OO 124 9
105 000 000 6

Clemson
Auburn

Third game
010 010 103 3
000 003 200 5

RIGGS HALL OF ENGINEERING

Which will be dedicated at commencement this year.
ings in the entire United States.
Rising from the ashes of its venerable predecessor, the Riggs Hall of
Engineering stands today upon the
Clemson campus en eternal monument to Clemson leaders, an inspiraiton to the future generations of
students, and a beacon for those
who would seek truth in the engineering sciences.

One of the finest Engineering build-

Intrinsically, the new building rep-esents an outlay of slightly more
.han a quarter million dollars. More
expensive buildings have been erected at many institutions, doubtless
there will be more costly structures
raised at Clemson in the future.
But Riggs Hall is more than a vast
pill of steel, and concrete, and plaster, and brick. The completion of
this building is a momentous occa-

/I

sion in the history of Clemson College. The building comes as a result
or direct appropriation of the General Assembly and is therefore, an
eloquent testimonial of the confidence of the legislative body of
the state. It has been built, step
by step, before the eyes of a group
ol devoted college officials who have
given unstintingly of time and effort in the interest of its progress.

when the Juniors and Seniors assembled for the annual Junior-Senior
Banquet. Members of both classes
have been looking forward to the
banquet for weeks, and it was well
attended by both cadets and their
feminine friends, many of whom
came from the nearby colleges and
cities, and some from long distances,
to be present at this memorable oo»
casion. The Junior-Senior surpassed
even the hopes and. expectations of
all.
The mess hall, which has been in
the process of decoration for nearly
a month and was closed Friday so
the committee could apply the finishing touches, was gorgeous in its
dress of purple and orange streamers
Purple and orange crepe artistically
arranged adorned the walls, and in
every window was a silhouette. A
large sign at the south end of the
mess hall flashed, the names of the
two classes
alternately. Lighting
was by subdued eletcric lights and
candles. Candles were placed on the
four rows of tables, and the electric
lights had shades of varicolored paper which helped to soften and subdue their light.
Hugh Patrick and his Clemson
Cavaliers were the music makers for
the affair. The orchestra got away
to a hot start and, played many of
the latest hits. Especially effective
was the medley which they played
while the cadets and their fair ladies
marched in. The Cavaliers received
much applause after each number,
and quite a few persons were heard
to say they thought the orchestra
very good indeed.
"Spec" Farrar was
toastmaster
again this year.
"Spec" was his
usual inimitable witty self, and his
remarks added much to the pleasure
of those present. The first speech
of the evening was given by J. D.
O'Quinn, president of the Junior
class, who told the Senior class that
it was an honor to have it present,
congratulated the class on its splendid record, and wished for everySenior a happy and successful career
He added that to aid the perfect
enjoyment of*the occasion the fairest flowers of southern womanhood
were present, and that the class of
'29 joined in welcoming them most
cordially. C. E. Britt, president of
the Senior class, answered O'Quinn's
address and thanked the Junior class
ior the warm welcome accorded the
Seniors. Britt said that the Senior
class had seen Clemson at the lowest ebb of its fortunes, and that
those who had stayed on and fought
were glad to see Clemson once more
lifting its head and giving forth
roars which are destined to rock
this Palmetto State and the entire
Southland. He left the carrying-on
of Clemson ideals, accomplishments,
traditions, and the dreams of the
Seniors for their Alma Mater to
the Junior class, and suggested as a
motto, "One for .all, all for one, and
all for Clemson."
Miss Emmie Fowler spoke on behalf of the ladies, and thanked the
cadets for the invitations to the banquet. She remarked that it was an
honor for any ,girl to be invited to
a Clemson Junior-Senior. Dr. Sikes
and Dr. Daniels represented the faculty by their speeches. Dr. Sikes
made a very enjoyable talk, while
Dr. Daniels told several tales out of
school.
The banquet was furnished by
Captain Harcombe and served by a
crew of picked waiters. Captain
Harcombe upheld his end well as
the food was exceedingly delicious,,
and the service excellent.
(Continued on page 4)
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In closing we take the liberty to
repeat the command given by "Mutt"
Gee at the conclusion of his address given on 'his first visit to Clemison last spring after he had accepted his present position, "Men of
Clemson, ATTENTION, FORWARD
MARCH!

Two or three weeks ago an article
■appeared in the. Tiger in which a
plea was made that the cadets turn
their lights off on leaving the room.
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college This was asked so that some time
••ssion, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
in the future, if we saved enough
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, electricity by turning the lights out,
we could have all night lights. This
South Carolina.
would be an advantage to some of
us that have an excessive amount
K iilfCx;:; ::..;:'::.::;;;.,;: int !^:n:.WlKT>a>a«M>a>a^lglK^^
of work to do
and do not have
time between long roll and twelvy
o'clock to do this work.
At th/j
EDITORIAL STAFF
1"resent writing we, are using a
candle, the lights having gone off
P. B. LEVERETTE
_.... Editor-in-Chief
for some unknown reason, this is
H. L. SHANDS,
_ _
Associate Editor
not an unusual occurrence it hapD. B. SHERMAN
_
Associate Editor
pens every night Just at the time we
T. J. MITCHELL
__
_
Athletic Editor
are trying to study or do some
R. B. MILLS
„_
Asso. Athletic Editor
other work just as important. It
F. S. RUSH
_ Asso. Athletic Editor
's very annoying, to say the least,
F. W. LACHirOTTE
Exchange Editor
to be reading some text and then
G. W. SACKMAN
Feature Editor
all of a sudden off goes the light3
J. F. VAN DE ERVE
Society Editor
and we are left in the dark for
D. C TURRENTINE
_
Y. M. C. A. Editor
some ten or fifteen minutes while
L. T. LEITNER
_ Clubs Editor
someone tries to finds the trouble.
E. P. JORDAN
Joke Editor
This barracks was rewired a little
R. G. HODGES
_
Asso. Joke Editor
w over
a year ago, the best of equipVICTOR DUKES
Asso. Joke Editor
ment being used in the rewiring, but
H. A. SMITH
Chairman Reporters Cluib
the results obtained from this job
certainly are not satisfactory from
STAFF REPORTERS
iur viewpoint.
J. G.. ADAMS, W. S. CRAWFORD, H. W. DORSET,
R. M. DuBARD, E. P. McDANIEL,
C. Q. MURRAY,
J. M. PRIM
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R1GADIER GENERAL
F. S. COCHEU LECTURES

BUSINESS STAFF
W. H. REDFERN
C. A. GREEN

Business Manager
Asso. Business Manager

CIRCULATION STAFF
R. L. McGEE
Circulation Manager
T. R. WANNAMAKER
Asso. Circulation Manager
W. F, HUGHES
_
Asso. Circulation Manager

The faculty and. corps of cadets
were given a very clear idea as to
what happened in the World War

up to the entry of United States,
last Thursday at the regular chapel
hour, when Brigadier-General F. S.
Cocheu gave his lecture on that
phase of the World War.
'Some of .the more important points
which he stressed were that war is
not brought about by armies and
navies, as so many people think,
but .through
the influence
and
speeches of statesmen. The shooting of the Crown Prince of Austria
was not the true cause of the war,
though it did burst the bubble which
had grown to an enormous size.
Germany,
through her diplomatic
power, had been planning to annex
Serbia to her possession for sometime, in order that she might peacefully run a railroad through that
territory, but on Serbia's failure to
grant Germany's wishes, war was
declared over the shooting of the
Crown Prince which was used as
an alibi.
Germany, in. preparation for the
war, built a railroad from Berlin
to Bagdad, Persia, which gave her
access to the Black and Mediteranean Seas, and an inland channel in
northern Germany which was opened
at the declaration of war to give her
a shorter route to the Atlantic Ocean
The channel afforded her a means'
to get her supplies to and. from the
Atlantic without crossing
excess
hostile territory.
One month before war was declared, Germany called a conference*
of her industrial leaders to see if
they were ready for war; all but
the bankers replied, "Yes."
The
bankers said, "Give us one month
and we can dispose of all our foreign securities which can not be
sold after war starts, then we too
will be ready for war." During this
month Germany
also ascertained
what the attitude of her neighboring nations would be toward her if
she were to declare war on Serbia.

She found that England, Franco,
Russia, and Belgium would be hostile to her plans.
General Cocheu, thru the use of
his diagrammatic maps, showed that
Germany came within 20 miles of
Verdun, one of France's most important cities, but never captured
it. Near here was a martial underground city resembling four other
citadels which FTanee had built
along the lines. These citadels held,
and cared for twenty thousand soldiers. They had their own barracks,
hospitals, i bakeries, which had a
total daily out put of twenty thousand pounds of bread, and in fact had
any thing which would be needed
to be a modern city of that size even
though it w^as underground.
The
movement of the lines and troop*
could also be traced on the maip
for the period before United 'State*
entered the war.
Clemson is eagerly anticipating
General Cocheu's return on Thursday,, May 17, when he will deliver
his lecture, "The World War from
the Entry of United States to the
Armistice."
A well-known official of a telephone company was rudely aroused
from his slumbers by ringing of the
telephone. After bruising his knee
on a chair, he reached the phone.
"Hello," he growled.
"Are you an official of the telephone company?" asked the voice.
"Yes, what can I do for you?"
"Tell me," said the voice, "how
it feels to get out of bed at 2
o'clock to answer a wrong number."
Smith—"So your son is in college?
How is he making it?"
Smithers—"He isn't. I'm making
it, and he'3 spending it."
A quarrel is like the two halves
of a Seidlitz powder. Think it over.
—Kiwanis Magazine
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EDITORIAL
The Cadet Corps wishes to express to the ladise of the campus the appreciation of the many favors shown them during
the past year and especially during the Junior-Senior events
of the past week. It is through the willingness of the ladies
to take the visiting girls into their homes that the many social
events of the year are possible. There is little the cadets can
do to show their appreciation and with this in view the "Taps"
staff has dedicated this year's annual to the ladies of the
campus.
Are the "Tigers" on an up or down hill grade in respect
to athletics? For the past four or five years, excluding this
scholastic year, athletics have been on a decided decline at
Clemson. This decline can be attributed to any number of
adjustments and changes that have gone into effect during
this time, but at the present writing we have the brightest
outlook that has been before Clemson teams in many a day.
To start at the beginning, when Director "Mutt" Gee took
charge of the ahtletic department last spring he promised to
give us a coaching staff that would be second to none in the
South and to make the athletic department an asset financially instead of a liability as it had been for some years. In the
short time that he has been here he has more than fulfilled his
word. We have a coaching staff that can't be beaten and
there are no back'debts staring the department in the face.
Coach "Josh" Cody has worked wonders with the football
team, developing a team that was far better than any turned
out at Clemson in a number of years. And it is to this team
that we are looking for a state championship in the fall of
'28. In basketball, too, could be seen the improvements that
can be wrought only by efficient coaches and a willingness
for hard work on the part of the team. Not much has been
said concerning our track team but these boys have shown
their mettle in every meet that they have entered this year.
And especially at the state meet in Clinton Saturday where
they ran away from the other schools, cinching the state track
championship for the first time in four years. Two of the
men who played an important part in winning the championship are seniors, and they did their bit by establishing state
records in the high jump and the two mile run. But to laud
any one or two individuals would hardly be fair to the other
members of the teams. To suffice we say that they gave their
all at the psychological momet, thereby making it possible for
the Tiger team to come home victorious.
We, the "Tiger"staff, have this to look forward to, in this
issue we announce the state track championship and we predict a state championship in baseball. We now turn to football and our prospects for the '28 state championship, we
make no predictions but we firmly believe that when the season closes this fall we will be able to announce another championship. At present that is our goal, to announce three
championships—track, baseball and football, during our term
in office.

For the biisinest
man at his desk,
"longdistance'*
open: the dco rs to
ividely scattered
markets.

There are doors
to open, still
Trade followed Commodore Perry's
flag into Japan. Today, as Bell System
pioneers develop their service, trade
follows the telephone.
In advancing the art of telephony,
there are still plenty of doors to open,
plenty of new steps to take.
What apparatus will meet some newly-arisen condition in serving the sub-

scriber? What are the machines and
methods to make it ?
How can the value of long distance
telephony be best presented to industry, and the great potentialities of
this service developed ?
These questions and many like them
point the way to fields which still leave
ample room for the explorer.

A

BELL SYSTEM
*A nation-wide system of 18,500,000 inter-connecting telephone!

r

"OUR PIONEERING WORK

HAS JUST BEGUN"

i
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The following men were members of the team this year: Padgett,
L. C, captain; Clyburn, T. M.,
manager; Byrd, H. 'S., range officer; Hughes, W. F.; Ray, C. E.;
Prim, J. M.; Herndon, G. B.; Dorset, H. W.; Hair, H. B„; McDowell,
F. L.; Lee, F. W.; Dashiel, T. I.;
and Rose, B. S.
-CAC-

COMBAT PRINCIPLES
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VESPER SERVICE
Vesper service Sunday afternoon"
was led by a group of six girl3 from
WinthrO'p. The following program
was enjoyed by a large crowd, even
though a downpour of rain did it's
best to keep the boys from coming
out.
The service was opened with a
prayer by Margaret Jackson, the
leader, while Francis Hill played
softly on the piano. We were next
favored with a vocal solo "Lead Me
All The Way" by Mary Ellis, 'accompanied on the piano by Francis
Hill and on the violin by Elizabeth
Dillard.
The isoripture lessons was taken
from the twelfth chapter of Ecclesiastes. "Remember now thy Creator
in the days of thy youth, while the
evil days come not, nor the years
draw nigh, when thou shalt say, I
have no pleasure in them."
Elizabeth Dillard rendered a very
pretty violin solo accompanied on the
piano by Elizabeth Carrol.
Ruth Lockman, the President of
th Winthrop Y. W. C. A., made a
very interesting talk on "The Vision
Of Youth." One illustration used
was the comparison of youth to an
electric sign.
There is a large
electric sign of an eagle in Atlanta.
When the current is on this eagle
is all aglow with life, strength and
vigor, but when the current is off
there is merely a blank shape of an
eagle—so is youth. When youth has
vision and foresight you see one
with a great future, one with all
the chances of life open before him;
while a man that does not have
vision is merely a dull shape with no
bright outlook for the future.
The program was concluded wit'i
the song "Whispering Hope" sung
by Elizabeth Carroll, Mary Ellis and
Francis Hill.
All were much pleased with the
program and are waiting with much
anticipation for the time when the
Winthrop girls will again accept the
ever standing invitation to come to
'Clemson.
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Thursday—May 10th Vera Reynolds in "The Little. Adventuress"
Friday May 11—-Greta Garbo in
"The Divine Woman."
Saturday May 12th—John Barrymore in "Don Juan"
•Monday May 14th—Joseph Schildkraut in "Wolf's Clothing".
Tuesday May 15th—"High Hat"
Wednesday May ICth—iMarie Prevost in "Man Rait"

>
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Prof. Harry F. Ward of the Union
Theological Seminary and Ivy Lee,
expert in publisity, opened the conference of the League for Industrial
Democracy at the Columbia University recently with a debate on the
question of whether progress is
made under the stimulus of the desire for wealth or as a result of
creative thinking -for its own sake.
Mr. Lee told the conference that
capitalism was the best system that
had ever been devised for the running of the industries of the world,
*.nd that such advances that have
been made have usully come because the man who thinks of them
wishes to advance himself materially
and make a profit for himself.
"The evils of capitalism are inherent in it, but are incidental, and
are capable of elimination," said
Mr. Lee. "Although it is the purpose of capitalism that each one
shall enjoy the fruits of his labor,
it sometimes happens that another
gains the reward. This is unjust
but the solution
can be found.
Human society has the power to
improve itself."
Prafessor Ward contended
that
capitalism
was not
the correct
method for conducting industries,
maintaining that it stifled ingenuity
and initiative. He believes that
creative thinking is the one thing in
the world which makes for progress.
He describes capitalism a belief,
practically a religion, among lbs
adherents.
"Capitalism has its crede, it ha«
Its chief priest, and Andrew is his
name," said Professor Ward. "It
has its scribes and Mr. Lee is not
the least among them.
Capitaism
believes in private property, in pro-

duction and
distribution.
When
capitalism 'works according to its
tenents, however, there is private
ownership by only a few individuals.
The capitalistic theory for 300 years
has been stimulating the impulse
and stifling the creative."
A CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN
The idea of the college is to educate a man spiritually as well as
mentally. Why not
measure our
lives by the standard of "A Christian Gentleman".
"He is above a mean thing. He
cannot stoop to a fraud. He invades
no secret in the keeping of another.
He betrays no secret confided to
his keeping.
He never struts In
borrowed plumage. He never takes
selfish advantage of mistakes. He
uses no ignoble weapons in controversy. He never stabs in the dar1".
He is not one thing to a mans face
and another behind Ms back.
If
by accident, he comes in possession
of his neighbor's counsels, he passes
upon them an act of instant oblivion.
He bears sealed packages without
tampering with the wax, Papers
not meant for -his eye are sacred to
him. He invades no 'Privacy of
others, however, the sentry sleeps.
Bolts and bars,
locks and keys,
hedges and pickets, 'bands and securities, notices to trespassers, are
none for him. He may be trusted
alone, out of sight, near the thinest
I-artition—'anywhere. He buys no
offices, he sells none, the intrigues
for none. He would rather fail of
his right than win them through
dishonor. He will eat honest bTead.
He tramples on no sensitive feeling.
He insults no man." If they have
rebuke for another, he is straightforward, open, manly; he cannot
descend to scurrilty. In short he
judges honorable, the practices toward every man."

TIGER MARKSMEN
LOOK TO FUTURE
The- riile team, under the supervision of Lt. Johnson and Sgt. Naramor, closed the season last week,
having fired thirteen of tihe thirtyfive matches scheduled for the year.
The season was not an altogether
satisfactory one for the team in the
num'ber of matches won, 'but they
have had innumerable difficulties
to surmount, such as a late start,
the continued rainy weather, and
the- lack of a good range both indoors and out. On the outside
range the sun is in the faces of
the men and the targets in the
shade, and on the inside the range
is very small and lighted only with
electric lights.
The teams with
whom, matches were fired include:
N. C State, Georgia Tech, South
Dakota State, Georgetown University, University of Kentucky, University of Vermont, Kansas State
Agricultural College, Montana 'State
College and University of Idaho.
Of the thirteen matches Clenison
won only two, these 'being with N.
C. State and South Dakota State.
Considering the fact that the majority of the men iwere new and
inexperienced material the showing
was 'better than it would seem at
first sight, since some of these
were lost 'by a very close margin.
The prospects for next year seem
very bright at present, as there
was only one 'Senior on the team
this year, and there is every possibility that there will ibe a new
range next year, including a large,
well lighted indoor range. Director
of Athletics Gee has promised to
try and have the Rifle team made a
minor sport at Clemson. This will
bring some recognition from the
athletic department, and serve also
to attract more men out for the
team. Those who think they can
Are a rifle or even those without
experience who 'wish to try for the
team are urged to come out next
year when the call is issued for
practice to start. The team expects
to join the National Rifle Association next year, and also to make
a ser'ous try for the Hearst trophy,
which is a/warded the 'best R. O. T.
C. rifle team each year toy William
Randolph Hearst.

THE TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOP
A Place to Eat That's Different
North Main Street

::

WELCOME TO CLEMSON BOYS
Aid Boys in Getting Summer
Work
One of the special features of
Anderson, South* Carolina
this semester's work in agriculture
here is the two months' course in
the control of the boll weevil. This
course is under the supervision of
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Director of
Agricultural Instruction.
Dr. Cal- ^a«JgggKB^JKlHIHDiMI«KM>W^
BHH—
houn states that the course is given
in hope of rendering a distant service to the state during the boll
weevil season next summer. It is
known that some farmers have 'been
poisoning the 'weevil when it wasn't
profitable, therelby wasting lots of
money and time.
The principal
feature of the course is to teach
the students to make infestation
counts to determine when it is most
profitable to poison the pest, thus
saving money for the farmer.
Leading students in the senior,
junior, and sophomore classes were
invited to enroll in this course,
which is held after the regular day's
classes are over. After mastering
the subject these boys will 'be recommended to cotton growers who
desire their services during the
summer vacation.
The students are instructed m
the haibits and the control of the
'boll weevil toy Prof. Franklin Sherman, entomologist. Prof. T. S. Buie,
agronomist, conducts lectures on
cotton culture in relation to weevil
control.
Prof. J. T. McAlister,
agricultural engineer, conducts labWHEN YOU BUY an electric refrigerator you are makoratory studies of dusting machinery and familiarizes the men with
ing an investment for home comfort and convenimost of the machines that are in
ence. You want the best and therefore you should make a
use. Dr. Calhoun, geologist, exnlains
comparison. Compare the General Electric with any other
the weather conditions 'which vitally
make. Note its simplicity—no belts, no pipes, no drains,
affect the weevil and also gives
the students sufficient training in
no attachments. Unusually quiet. Never needs oiling and
weather prediction to enable them
uses very little current. Just plug into the nearest electirc
to prepare for changing weather
outlet and forget it.
conditions.
These four men are
Call at our store and let us explain these and its many
prominent in the field of agriculture and are considered, as authorither advantages, or mail coupon below for descriptive
ties on their subjects.
ircular.
For the last few years the. ,boll
weevil has
been the source of
Easy terms if desired.
much anoyance to the farmer and
has practically ruined the 'South's
principal crop.
It has destroyed
crops valued at many millions of
dollars and has almost put the
small farmer out of the market
altogether.
If Clemson can
be
instrumental in bringing about a
check of this pest she will he of
SENECA, S. C.
great service to the entire South
as well as the state.
Cooper Furniture Co., Seneca, S. C.
Father (reading school report):
Gentlemen: Please mail me circular describing the
"Conduct, bad; reading, bad; comG.E. Refrigerator.
position, arithmetic, history, bad
bad—bad! What is the meaning of
Name
thi3 Gerald?"
Gerald: "I can't understand it,
Street and No.
Dad. Do you think it might be a
forgery?"

GENERAL ffELECTRIC

Refrigerator

COOPER
FURNITURE COMPANY

City

Where is Bill?
A. W. O. L.
Whaddayah mean?
After Women or liquor.

What Shakespeare
says about Coca-Cola

"Age cannot wither
her, nor custom stale
her infinite variety"

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA
Act II, Scene 2

What Shakespeare wrote of Cleopatra finds echo in the thoughts
of millions who recognize the
perennial youth of the Coca-Cola
girl—the fair one you see everywhere so temptingly suggesting
that you "refresh yourself."
The Coca-Cola Company. Atlanta, Ga.

8 million a day -'IT

HAD

TO
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F'AGE FOUR

THE

JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET
(Continued from page 1)

Madge Lavender with Cadet F. F. Creech with Cadet Lem White, M>s
Clary, Miss Rosanna Vance with Louise Duckworth with Cadet J. W.
Cadet L. F. Sanders, Miss Katherine McPhail, Miss Ruby McElveen with
The Junior->Senior Banquet was a Minge with Cadet Hugh Patrick, Cadet A. T. McElveen, Miss Bessie
great success, and too much credit Miss Judy Morgan with Cadet L. Stewart with Cadet Jimmie Sloan,
cannot be given to those who helped H. Graham, Miss Oline Flower with Miss Emma Mae Davis with Cadet
in the preparation.
Many of the Cadet W. O. Lupo, Miss Rence de M. B,. Stevenson, Miss Lois McCarter
committees were obliged to work till Sassure with Cadet P. G. Porcher with Cadet E. C. Murdoch, Miss
late at night and even to
miss Jr., Miss Lucile Ashmore with Cadet Dollie Hawkins with Cadet H. L.
classes in order that everything Laird Anderson, Miss Maymee Jones Shands, Miss Happy Lipscomb with
Miss Edith
might be perfect.
Many
hours with Cadet Bob White, Miss Olive Cadet Gene Higgins,
were spent on the banquet, but the Russell with Cadet W. C. Hutchins, Davey with Cadet T. W. Webb, Miss
accomplishment justified them all. Miss Evelyn Kline with Cadet A. B„ Grace Steel with Cadet J. R. McIn assiging credit for this glorious Verdery, Miss Mary Aldrich Wyman Cravy, Miss Margaret Wings with
affair too little credit is given to with Cadet W. D. Vincent, Miss Cadet R. W. Wallace, Miss Elizabeth
certain ones who have given even Virginia Wilkinson with Cadet Mike Branch with Cadet G. M. Stone, Miss
more time than
the cadets, and Link, Miss Lois Bell with Cadet P. Lucile Peace, with Cadet J. H. Robwhose time is much more valuable B. Leverette, Miss Jane Smith with inson, and Miss Harriet Marshall
than the cadets.' Those who receive Cadet J. W. Harter,
Miss Edna with Cadet G. H. Smith.
far too little credit are the ladies of Hughes with Cadet J. P. Hendrix.
the campus, who by thir kindness Miss Esther Jenkins with Cadet T.
make the banquets and dances suc- M. Clyburn, Miss Elizabeth Hall
cesses.
with'Cadet C. P. Philpot, Miss ConThe cadets and guests attending stance Pratt with Cadet D. B. SherJ
the Jr. Sr. were: Miss Evelyn Halti- man, Miss Vernelle Wannamaker
wanger with Cadet C. E'. B.ritt, Miss with Cadet G. B,. Whetstone, Miss
Evelvn Johnston with Cadet "Walt" Rena Pursley with Cadet H. E. Mc- Penalty of Five Cents for Each
Dargan, Miss Conyers Shanklin with Dowell, Miss Martha Todd with CaCadet "Spec" Parrar, Miss Eleanor det C. R. Workman, Miss Grace Mispelled or Mispronounced
Smith with Cadet Marion Smith, Daniel with Cadet T. H. Copelanrl,
Word
Miss Evelyn McDaniel with Cadet Miss Gladys Kinnett with Cadet C.
A club at Clemson which has
Jack Williams, Cadet and Mrs. Bob R. Barton, Miss "Bruny" Acker with proven consistent in its purpose,
Miss Hazel unrelenting in the interest manifest,
Pickens, Miss Angie Ray Bryant with Cadet B. W. Davis,
Cadet Jerry
Suber, Miss "Ret" Weigle with Cadet W. L. Tuten, and efficacious in its result is the
Thomas with Cadet Edmund Mur- Miss Gladys Kneece with Cadet J. vocabulary club. This cluh was orrah, Miss Melba Johnston with Ca- H. Courtney, Miss Frances Harper ganized by a group of students who
Miss in one accord, feeling that there
det Gary iSchull, Miss Gladys Greg- with Cadet J. L. Harper,
ory with Cadet Allen Walsh, Miss Corneila Newton with Cadet J. H. existed between them
a common
Elinore Morgan with Cadet B. V. Gantt, Miss Bessie Cook with Cadet bond in their desire to learn, came
Mary Louise together to enhance their knowCornwall, Miss Josie Webb with Ca- C. F. Perry, Miss
det George Klugh, Miss Grace Jor- Withers with Cadet D. L. Wingo, ledge of the mother tongue by 'add ■
dan with Cadet "Dave" Cuttino, Miss Wynona McGee with Cadet H. ing new words to their vocabulry.
'Miss Sara Pearson with Cadet M. A. S. Byrd, Miss Verner Speares witn There is nothing compulsory aibout
Jones, Miss Julia Russell with Ca- Cadet T. A. Campbell, Miss Cecil the society. It is of student origin,
det H. W. Marvin, Miss Le Claire Minter with Cadet C. W. Stroman, unprompted by the faculty. It was
Witt with Cadet M. H. Woodward, Miss Marion Holman with Cadet H. organized during the first weeks of
Miss Martha Riley with Cadet L. S. C. Snowden, Miss Ruby Shealy with January and it has met consecutiveBarton, Miss Dorothy Witt with Cadet F. H. Duffie, Miss Freeda Wil- ly every week since that time.
Cadet R. E. Farmer, Miss Joyce son with Cadet L. L. Robbins, Miss
The vocabulary club is a ClemKellette with Cadet J. A. Maxwell, Louise Bowen, with Cadet W. H. son organization
that is always
Miss Helen Shuler with Cadet E. R. Carter, Miss Frances Bedenbaugh, awiake, uip and going. Never since
Purvis, Miss Lillian Fair with Cadet ■with Cadet, B,. L. Bickley, Miss Sara its 'beginning has there heen shown
•"Sonny" Glaze, Miss Liza Stone with Lee Hamrick with Cadet R. A. Tay- by the members a lack of interest.
Cadet J. M. Jenkins, Miss Kathleen lor, Miss Ethel Rowland with Cadet On the other hand, there is a maniCarter with Cadet R. C. Carter, Miss G. F. Powers, Miss Kathrine Wil- festation of energy and alacrity at
Alma Davis with Cadet C. S. Lewis. liams with Cadet S. D. Cain, Miss every meeting. Meetings are held
Miss Emmie McConnell with Cadet Kate Reed with Cadet S. P. Harris, every Tuesday evening from seven
J. W. Gray, Miss Marie Young with Miss Eloise Littleton with Cadet H. until eight o'clock in
Professor
Cadet R. C. Stevenson, Miss Sue Adams, Miss Ellen Murray with Lane's class room, at which time
Remley with Cadet H. E. Stoppel- Cadet H. S. Gault,
Miss Isobel the members add new words to the
bein, Miss Leila Prevost with Cadet Thorpe with Cadet J. P. Meeling, 'morgue' and quiz one another on
J. O. Hicks, Miss Elizabeth Crowther Miss Annie Dalrymple with Cadet P. the old ones. A fine of twenty-five
with Cadet Ball Player, Miss Mary H. Jameson, Miss Callie Thompson cents is charged all absentees. No
Gibson with Cadet J. H. Wither- with Cadet J. L. Fogle, Miss Sue excuses are accepted.
spoon, Miss Muibel 'Stokes with Cadet Cochran with Cadet S. V. Stavy,
The memibers of the club are:
Charlie Mercer, Miss Dorothy Scott, Miss Margaret Brockman with Ca- Lawrence Shelly, President; Rudy
witli Cadet ' Terry Sbutts,
Miss det B. R. Fowler, Miss Estelle Lay- Purvis, Vice President;
Professor
Blanche Hendricks with Cadet Luke ton with Cadet W. E. Martin, Miss John Lane. Parliamentarian; Sister
Allison, Miss Helen MeFall with Ca- Margaret Copeland with Cadet W. Smith, Sunny Glaze, Holland Pressdet Tom Mitchell, Miss Nan Martin A. Dial, Miss Daisy Martin with Ca- ly, and Harper Gault, Secretarywith Cadet John Galloway, Miss Cora det J. C. Boseman, Miss Rebecca Treasurer. The fact that Mr. Lane
Lee Summersett with Cadet T. W. Anderson with Cadet Harold Heller is a member of the faculty does not
Smith, Miss Dibley Thomas with Ca- Miss Lois Workman with Cadet J. exempt him from the status of a
det Ray Richey, Miss Ruth Moore | A. Buford, Miss Sadie Emerson with regular member of the cluh.
He
with Cadet R. L. Sweeney, Miss 'Cadet J. L. King, Miss Chrystine may assume ;a dignity 'becoming a
Thelma Howell with Cadet Joe Jones Daniel with Cadet T. L. Smith, Miss college professor when he faces his
Miss Sheejey with Cadet J. M. Eaddy Ruth Lawson with Cadet R. A. section of Sophomore English, but
Miss Floride Nims, with Cadet Dud Lawson, Miss Katie Belle John with not so at a meeting of the vocabulCrook, Miss Eva Belle Lazar with Cadet W. M. Rogers, Miss Eveline ary club. On Tuesday night he is
Cadet S. L. Smith, Miss Inez Thoma- Adams with Cadet J. I. Rogers, Miss one of the boys. And then to make
son with Cadet Frank Games, Miss Inez Agnew with Cadet H. B. Drake the club even more democratic, the
Loyce Haynes with Cadet
Henry Miss Ruhy Westmoreland with Ca- memibens alternate,
alphabetically
Miller, Miss Margaret Clarey with det C. R. Cook, Miss Melva Mc- according to their names, in acting
Cadet R. L. McGee, Miss Mary Wat- Corley with Cadet S. McPhail, Miss as chairman of the meeting.
At a meeting of the so-called
son with Cadet Charlie Jackson, Inez Boleman with Cadet C. R. Maeach
member
Miss Kitty Spring with Cadet T. G. haffey, Miss Nellie Wasson with Ca- loquor-mania cluh
Hanner, Miss Mary Crenshaw with det B. F. Wingard, Miss Eleanor may' shoot' five times, or in other
Cadet J. H. Cochrane Miss Eliza Bar- Guy with Cadet J. W. Guy, Miss words he may ask any mem'ber he
ron with Cadet L. E. Marshall, Miss Pansy Coker with Cadet T. M. chooses to pronounce, define, and
Mary Morris with Cadet H. A. White Reeves, Miss Gertrude Cohb with use in a sentence any - word apMiss Katherine Marvin with Cadet Cadet L. E. Jones, Miss Murrall pearing in the list of words selected
R. G. Pridmore, Miss Grace Willis Jones with Cadet E. N. Geddings, by the club. And if the member
with Cadet T. L. Hughston, Miss Miss Virginia Taylor with Cadet L. who is 'shot' cannot ipronounce the
Edith Martin .with Cadet B.ill Hud- K. Martin, Miss Reba Tucker with word he is fined five cents. If he
gens, M.iss Etamie Fowler with Ca- Cadet T. F. Cooley, Miss Ruth Tim- cannot define it, he is fined a sedet J. D. O'Quinn, Miss Elizabeth berlake with Cadet J. H. Guy, Cadet cond time. When each member has
Johnson with Cadet C. M. Turner, xnd Mrs. C. W. Fike, Miss Lenora tried five times to 'pick' somebody,
Miss Lenora Miller with Cadet Kirk Monroe with Cadet L. W. Shelley, which has brought about in all the
Taylor, Miss Margaret Barr with Miss B,etty Patton with Cadet J. T. usage of thirty-five words for the
Cadet S. E. Whitten,
Miss Lily Beason, Miss Sara Duckworth with meeting, the members each add a
Lowe, with Cadet Tom Ramsay, Miss Cadet W. H. Wooten, Miss Soula new word to the 'morgue' or list of
Virginia Brice with Cadet "Floopy" May White with Cadet M. L. Wil- words which the club hold themDunlap, Miss Ethel Cox with Ca- liams, Miss Belva Hudson with selves responsible for. In this way
det H. R. McCauley, Miss "Skeebo" Cadet W. H. Clarke, Miss Emma the members learn new words and
Cuttino with Cadet "Whit" Cunning- McCraig with Cadet G. E. Hudson, school themselves in the use of the
ham, Miss Helen Walker with Ca- Miss Mary Fore with Cadet Jitney ones previously learned.
Up to date the list comprises
det John Wimberley, Miss Mary Ford, Miss Mildred Edwards with
Alexander with Cadet Jimmie Calla- Cadet Ben White, Miss Mary E'aster- eighty-^two words. These are word3
haan, Miss Betty Todd with Cadet ling with Cadet E. F. Oliver, Miss which one may use in his daily con"Fuz" B,urdett, Miss Francis Leard Margaret Brown with Cadet R. E. versation and in his writing. Some
with Cadet Ralph
Jeffers, Miss Hightower, Miss Ruth
Hunnicutt of the list are very usual words,
Velma Pickens with Cadet H. E. with Cadet G. M. Hope, Miss Ruth while others are not so commonly
Johnson, Miss Myrtle Brown with Thomas with Cadet R. O. Miller, used. The 'morgue' or list is as
Cadet "Fat" Hall, Miss Dot Turner Miss Agness McGill with Cadet W. follows: ascetis, tfuculent, inebriate,
idiosyncrawith Cadet R. R. Davis, Miss Martha Z. Smith, Miss Ruby Turbeville with vivacious, nonchalance,
Moore with R. W. Lipscomb, Miss Cadet Henry' Husbands, Miss Ethel sies, ennui, jejune, atrocities, tauimpunity,
Kathrine Williams with Cadet S. D. Cox with Cadet H. R. McCauley, tological, surreptitious,
Cain, Miss Myrtle Kirkiey with Ca- Miss Ophelia Craig with Cadet J. intriguing, suave, autruism, coeval,
dedet Jo Jo Norton, Miss Corrine Jef- F. Kinsler, Miss Mary Ferguson with noviciate, alacrious, furtively,
fers with Cadet Lucius Hart, Miss Cadet T. F. Ferguson, Miss Margaret mure, efficacious, despicable, unconfortuitous,
Lena Belle High with Cadet Chub Mann with Cadet A. B,. Wilder, Miss scionable, incorrigible,
Harvey, Miss Pinckney King with Azilee McLees with Cadet J. A.' pragmatic, congruity, queasy, vulCadet Pete Hoefer, Miss Polly Kelly Webb, Miss Lucy Piephoff with Ca- uptuous,, innocuous, fastidious, inwith Cadet Bill Durst. Miss Lou det J. C. Harrel, Miss Vera McGee, nuendo, capricious, affectation, irCarswell with Cadet J. C. Albergotti, with Cadet J. R. Parker, Miss Lena ascible, fabulous, efface, deviate,
Miss Sara Pruitt with Cadet Fred Parker with Cadet W. H. Scott, urbane, ubiquitous, perpetrate, senPearman, Miss Margaret Arnold with Miss Evelyn Haltiwanger with Ca- suous, sensual, phlegmatic, sanguine
opinionated,
Cadet B,ob Midkiff, Miss Dora Little det C. E. Britt, Miss Dorothy Sulli- taciturn, insouciant,
with Cadet E. V. Johnson, Miss van with Cadet H. I. Sanders, Miss propitious, naive, poise, etiolated,
Margaret Stokes with Cadet W. R. Eloise Hunt with Cadet G. A. Meares vascillating, sobriquet, sobriety, ethiPruitt, Miss Margaret Craig with Miss Edith Mills with Cadet Joe cal, salacious, insenate, sardonic,
laconic,
Cadet W. B. Abbott, Miss Daisy Hawkins, Miss Sue Crawford with maudlin, coquet, satiety,
ingenuous
ingenious,
Smith with Cadet S. R. Corley, Miss W. W. Bankhead, Miss Eloise Mc- malicious,
Frances Smith with Cadet Dave Hugh with Cadet J. J. Avent, Miss egoistical, egotistical, prescribe, proBatson, Miss Cleone Jewell with Ca- Clem Parnelle with Cadet J. N. scribe, prolific, expurgated, verge,
acumen, paragon, vindictive, gullidet Duke Wright, Miss Harriet Fair- Moore, Miss Ellenor Oathcart with ble, propensity, propinquity, prechild with Cadet Alex Wylie, Miss Cadet L. J. Burriss,
Miss Lucy carious, insidious, and exotic.
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TIGER

THE PURPOSE OF THE
REPORTERS' CLUB
Heretofore there seems to have
existed an idea among the student
body that no one was supposed to
contribute articles for publication
to the Tiger except members of the
staff. The students have the wrong
conception of this; and this communication is intended to correct
that erroneous impression.
Every
boy who is a member of the student
body at Clemson is not only eligible
but is urged to contribute articles
for publication, which would prove
of interest to the readers of this
publication, provided
that
these
articles sent in come up to the proper literary standard.
It is the desire of the editor of
the Tiger to publish a bigger and
a better paper this year. To do this
will require
considerably
more
work, both for the editor and his
coworkers. Here is an opportunity
for the men in the corps who are
gifted in writing for newspapers or
who wish to improve their 'talents
to come to the aid of the Tiger.
This rare opportunity does not present itself very often. Why not take
advantage of this privilege now? '
By acting now, you may later become the editor, or a member of
the staff, or the correspondent of
some big newspaper, if you prove
your capability.
The reporter's club has been organized for the purpose of enrolling
all of the -boys who desire to write
and who do not belong to the regular staff. If any student desiring
to contribute any news article or
feature story will turn his work
In to the editor or the chairman
of the reporters' club, it will re-

ceive the careful consideration of
the editor and will be appreciated
The editor is a busy man; he cannot be every where to hear about
all that happens. For this reason
much news of interest does not get
published and it is the duty of the
men who know about what happens to let others know about it by
writing an article for the Tiger.
The staff that succeeds the present one will be selected according
to the standard of work done by
contributors. Also by the English
department has decided
to give
credits to the members of the staff
and others who 'Contribute write-ups
worthy of consideration. This possible credit should be inducement
to any boy. to start work on some
article now.
If you are loyal to
your college publications, you will
support them by your contributions
to them.
The Tiger can be and
must be the biggest college paper
in South Carolina.
And who is
going to do this but the bigest and
best men in South Carolina—the
TIGERS.

THE TIGER'S LAIR
Cigars,
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FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.
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MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE
/

W. K. LIVINGSTON

J. K. LIVINGSTON

Livingston &

Company

WHOLESALE GROCERIES
P. & N. Warehouse

GREENVILLE, S. C
Box 1005
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WHY WEJRE TIGERS
Dr. Sikes Explains Why Clemson Cadets are Termed
Tiger

PHI?
ent Senior class were chosen to
ibeeome charter members
of the
chapter. These men were selected
Iby the faculty members of Alpna
Zeta and were highly recommended
by their instructors as being the
most outstanding men in their class.
The men selected are W. H. Pressley, President; B. N. Geddings, "Vice
President; S. R. Corley, recording
secretary; G, L. Thomason, Corresponding secretary; H. K. Taylor,
Historian; G. E. Hudson, W. P.
Timmerman, S. P. Hariss, G. H.
Carroll, and H. A. White.
There are several
agricultural
Juniors now under consideration
and a meeting will be held soon to
select those Juniors who are eligible
for membership.
-CAC-

Why do people say, "Ciemson Is
'The Home of the Tigers' and why
are we called Tigers?" Dr. Sikes
answered this question
in chapel
last Tuesday when he said, "It is
probably (because the old gentleman, Thomas G. Ciemson, used to
carry a cane which bad a large
tiger head as its hand rest. The
founder of our college was often
seen with his cane, walking from hi3
home out to the gates which stood
in front of the present libryary. He
was such a prominent figure on the
campus at that time that we were
■probably named
after his novel
cane."
No doubt the cadets have often
wondered why we were called Tigers; we are indeed thankful to Dr.
Sikes for giving us the benefit of
his research. Now we see that the
Prof. Chas. E. Mullin, head of the
Tiger and Ciemson are, and still
division of Textile Chemistry and
remain one and the same.
Dyeing at
Clemeon
College left
Ciemson May 4th for New York,
where he will sail for Europe to
study textile" education and related
subjects during the entire summer.
Upon arrival in France, Prof.
Mullin will visit the University of
Nancy and other schools on the way
Former Ciemson Cadet With to Cologne, Germany, to attend the
The Marines in Nicuragua v meeting olf the Textile Institute of
England. After, a tour of the German textile and dyestufifs plants
Lt. J. B. IMcHugh, '23, who Is ( with this group, he will spend connow with the marine air service in siderable time in many of the largest
Nicaragua, has had some exciting textile, rayon and dyestuffs industimes there, ibuit probably none have trial laboratories including the I.
>been more eventful than one day's G. plants and visit the textile schools
work there recently.
/
of Germany, France, Belgium, HolLt. IMcHugh was ordered to ac- land, Switzerland Austria, Italy and
company Captain Pierce on a trip England.
into the mountainous, volcanic reProf. Mullin expects to obtain a
gion around Ocotal. Captain Pierce great deal of very valuable and inflew one plane, while MoHugh fleM teresting information for use in his
another, having with him a passen- classes at Ciemson College next year
ger. They sighted a small clear- as well as data upon the latest
ing with three small houses. Some European textile and dyeing machinbandits in the clearing fired upon ery ,for both industrial and educathe planes, four bullet -holes being tional purposes. He will return to
found in McBughs plane on his re- Ciemson College in September after
turn.
The marines replied with attending the meeting of the Society
bombs and machine gun fire.
In of Chemical Industry in New York,
the meantime Captain ^Pierce dis- and the American Chemical Society
played a distress flag, and IMcHugh in Massachusetts where he will
saw blood dripping out of his iplane. ispeak before the Dye Division.
He pointed back to Ocotal, and
signalled Captain Pierce to return
to a doctor.
On their return it SOUTHERN HOTEL
was found that Captain Pierce was
IN ROCK HILL
badly wounded in the foot.
Lt. McHugh was then ordered to
Boys, when you go to Rock Hill
return alone.
He went hack to
the same spot and saw two bandits. for the week-end don't forget Mr.
He dropped a bomb and killed one O. S. Poe and iMr. John Cheshire
of them, another bomb killing the at the Southern Hotel. They are
other .and also a number of cows. giving Ciemson Cadets special rates
He then headed for headquarters. and they see that you get first-class
They have a coffee-shop
When 3000 feet over Lake Managua service.
he found he had no gas. There was in connection with the hotel and
only one thing to do, to execute will make you feel at home.
the "floating leaf" stunt. He did
this and managed to land on the
shore of the lake, in the jungle,
about five p. m. damaging one wing
slightly. He put up a distress signal, which was seen that evening
by a scout iplane sent in a search
for him. The scout dropped a large
piece of cloth. McHugh tore the
cloth into strips, and with these
The members of the Junior class
formed the words "Gas Out." The who will attend camp this summer
scout signalled that he understood, have started firing practice under
and left, returning soon with five the supervision of Lt. Johnston and
and ten gallon vans of gas wrapped Lt. Lifsey.
During the six weeks
In mattresses. Unfortunately these at camp, seventy hours will be
all burst when dropped. The scout devoted to
rifle
marksmanship,
then dropped a note saying that therefore the essentials of firing the
gas would he sent by boat. This rifles are being taught while here
was done, the boat arriving about j
at school.
^
nine o'clock.
All
R.
O.
T.
C.
students
at Camp
To add to the perilous situation, |
some natives appeared.
In that; McClellan wilt be required to fire
section the natives are about evenly course "B" in rifle marksmanship.
divided
into
factions for
and, This course consists of 10 shots,
against the United States.
This standing, at 200 yards, 5 shots, sitband of armed
natives
proved ting, and 5 shots kneeling, at 300
friendly, spending the night near yards, and 10 shots, prone, at 500
the plane with McHugh.
In the. yards, at slow fire, 10 shots per
morning the natives built a run- minute, sitting or kneeling, at 200
way under the direction of McHugh yards, and 10 shots in one minute
and brought him material to make and 10 seconds, prone, at 300 yards
at rapid fire.
emergency repairs.
For the 200 and 300 yard ranges
About noon he was able to take
off, and continued his flight to a 10 inch bull eye will be used,
and for the 500 yard range a 20
headquarters at Managua.
inch target will be used. The regulation "D" target will be used lor
the rapid firing.
The possible score in this course
is 250 points. All men that, score
220 or more are Expert Riflemen,
210 or more,'Sharpshooters, and 185
or more Marksmen. All men that
Alpha Sigma,
an
Agricultural score' more than 185 points are
Club, has been organized at Ciem- awarded metals by the War Departson under the direction of the fa- ment.
In addition to these, special metals
culty members of Alpha Zeta, an
honorary
agricultural
fraternity. are awarded to the individual high
The purpose of this club is to es- scorer, and a silver loving cup is
tablish a chapter of Alpha Zeta at awarded to the college that makes
the hghest average score. This cup
Ciemson.
Members of this club are to be is held by this college until the next
chosen from the leaders in scholar- year, at which time it is again coml ship, character, leadersihip, and per- peted for. Also a number of th«
sonality
among the Junior
and highest scoring students are sent
Senior agricultural students. As a to Oamp Perry, Ohio to represent
beginning ten men from the pres- the fourth corps area, R. O. T. C,

PROF, MOWN TO
STUDY DYESTUFF
DURING SUMNF

LT. McHIIGH MAKES
DANGEROUS FLIGHT |

FIRING PRACTICE FQ!
JUNIORS TO BEGIN

HONARY AG. CLUB
RECENTLYORGANIZED
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in the national rifle matches each
DANCE AND RECEPTION
year.
(Continued from >page 1)
After the training that i3 being
given here, the Juniors will be capable of making a good showing at cadets and their fair visitors wound
camp this summer.
around into a complicated formation
and then out again.
The guests
were then favored with a number
of solos by Mr. Dupre Rhame, baritone, accompanied by Mrs. Rhame,
and several seletcions by the Furman Glee Club Quartet. This quar7 tet was composed of Harold Hudson,
first tenor; Hermon S. Ray, second
tenor; Haskel L. Boyter, baritone;
Recently, a small party of pro- and Harvey T. Gibson, bass.
E'veryone then assembled in the
fessors and students made a visit
to the nearby woods for the purpose auditorium where a scenic picture
of observing birds. This is the third of Magnolia Gardens in color was
year of a friendly contest between shown. The Fur-man Quartet again
Ciemson and men of Raleigh and N. sang a number of selections, as
C. State University, to determine did Mr. Rhame. The next feature
which party could observe, in the of the program was a black face
course of one day, the largest num- comedy act by B. O. Williams, J. R.
ber of birds of different species. McCravy, and Capers Satterlee. This
This year a new member entered act was all fun and brought many
the contest; a U. of Georgia man who" hearty laughs, and much applause
worked alone. The Ciemson team from those present. Williams played
demonstrated
composed of Professor
Sherman, the violin, McCravy
head of the expedition; Professor his versatility by playing, at difRan'kin,
an
enthusiastic
col- ferent times, the saw, the guitar,
lector of birds; G. E. Hudson, a and the banjo, and Capers Satterlee
senior, majoring in Orinthiology, gave evidence of his ability by doing a buck dance.
The program
S. E. Jones, and W. H. Clark.
The party spent the entire day in was then concluded with the showa natural surrounding, and in the ing of a feature picture, "The Harcourse of the day, observed seven- vester."
The General Chairman of the rety-five different kinds of birds This
number included many of the com- ception committee was G. H. McTo the following ladies,
moner varieties, but also many Cutchen.
which are rare and very scarce in who gave their assistance and sughis part of the country. One of gestions, belongs the credit for the
the most unusual birds observed beautiful decorations in the "Y"
was the Upland Plover, a bird of lobby: Mrs. J. G. Mitchell, Mrs I
brilliant plumage which is very D. Lewis, Mrs. W, H. -Mills, and
rare in this locality. This is the Mrs. A. H. Meyers.
Those Juniors or Seniors who atfirst time one has ever been seen at
Ciemson and, the opportunity of tended either of these festivities
adding anotherr species to the Clem- which followed the banquet, were
con collection was .taken advantage* loud in their praise, and many reof. The Raleigh and N. C. State marked that they would not soon
men report having seen only sixty- forget such a gay and happy night
six kinds.
However,
the Georgia
man, working alone, observed seventy-two.
'Lt.
Johnson—Hey, you can't
In order to observe the largest smoke in here.
number of species, a psychological
Rat Boles—I'm not smoking.
time must be chosen. The time this
Lt, Johnson—Well, you have a
year was the twenty-fourth of April. cigarette in your mouth.
On this day it was calculated that
Rat Boles—Yeah, you've got on
the greatest number of birds which pants but you're not panting. •
migrate to the North for the summer, and the greatest number which*1
Know who I am?
migrate to the South, would pass
Who?
through Ciemson sand this locality.
Ever hear of Calvin Coolidge?
If a ten-day period were chosen
Yes, are you—
instead, of a single day, the proper'
Yep, he's Mrs. Coolidge's husband.
time would be from April 18-2 8.
The Ciemson collection contains
Dr. Brown—Where are you going ?
about 175 species, represented by
Pap 'T. (Leavting)—J've got to
over 700 specimens made up as catch the ten o'clock bus to Anderstudy skins. However,
about 50 son.
specimens are mounted and perched
Dr. Drown—That bus left ten
in such a manner as to closely re- minutes ago.
semble the living members of the
Pap—Gosh, I've sure got to hurry.
species. This is the work of Professor Sherman and G. H. Hudson,
Jimmie—What is that on your
and is very beautifully accomplished. neck?
Doc—A freckle.
CAC
Jimimie—That's funny; it's the
first time I ever saw a frckle walk.
NEW BOOKS AT LIBRARY
Stop—'
What's the big idea?
Following is a list of new books
Wait till I take off my beads.
that have been added to the library:
Fiction
Elevator boy—What floor, sonny.
Feuichtwanger—Power from Dawn
George—Say boy, don't call me
to Dark in Italy
sonny. You're not my father.
Roberts—My Heart and My Flesh
Elevator boy—Well, I brought
Non-Fiction
you up, didn't I?
Brickett and Luft—Calculations for
Textile Work
She: "Where in the world did
Chambers—Every Man a Brick
you get that horrible necktie?"
Crabtree—The Cotton Industry
He: "The laugh's on you. Yon
Diemer—Factory Organization and gave it to me last Christmas."
Management
Fosdick—The Modern Use of the
Gypsy Maid: "I tella your forBbile
tune, mister."
Gettell—History of Political Thought
College Yewth: "How much?"
Glaspell—The Road to the Temple
G. M.: "Twenty-five cents."
Haerry—Artificial Silks
C. Y.: "Correct!"
Howell—A Text-book of Physiology
—Tulane "Hullobaloo.'
for Medical Students
Hunitimgton—The Building; olf America
Ivins—Fifty Famous Farmers
Ketehum—The Design of Wall, Bins
and Grain Elevators
' .ethaby—Form in Civilization
T ,ii d wig—Napoleon
Masefield—Poems
Masefield—Prose ' plays
Masefield—Verse Plays
Morse—A Map of the World of
Knowledge
National Research Council—Opportunities for a Career in Scientific Research
Pearl—Studies in Human Biology
Pickett—Alcohol and the New Age
Rittenhouse—The Second Book of
Modern Verse
Sedwick—A Short History of Science
Smith—The Evolution of Man
Sperry—The Disciplines of Liberty
Studdiert-Kennedy—I Believe; Sermons on the Apostles' Creed
Walshe—The Vision Beautific
,Wiley—Principles of Highway Engineering
Wilkinson—Contemporary Poetry
Reference
Cattell—American Men of Science
Faiirbairn—Crests of the Families oif T. S. MILLFORD
Great Britain and Ireland.
Room 101
Who's Who in Literature

ENTOMOLOGISTS WIN
ANNUAL BIRD CONTES

Stop: So she proved untrue to you,
eh?
Lite: Yes, she went baok to her
husband.
"My girl is a little brick."
"Mine's a hard baby too."
The professor rapped on his desk
and said,
"Gentlemen, order."
The entire class yelled, "Beer."
B.aby: Googly ikkle woople zump.
Fond Mother: Yes, dear, that's
the public library.
Conan:
poor old
municate
Doyle:

What
Jenkins
to the
How in

would you say to
if you could comother world?
hell are you?

Judge: Did you or did you not
strike this woman?
Landlord :. Your Honor, I only remarked that the wallpaper in her
flat more fingerprints.
Judge: Two years for knocking
her flat. Next case.
"Do your shoes hurt?
"No, but my feet do."
Jim's school report had just come
in. It wasn't very good.
"I'm loosing patience with you,"
evclaimed his father. "How is it
that young Jones is always at the
head of the class, while you are at
the bottom?"
The boy looked at his father reproachfully, ''You forget, Dad," he
said kindly, "that Jones has awfully
clever parents."

WEDDING

GIFTS

SAMORRTRIBBLEGO
A Store for Everybody
Phone 531—140 N. Main

Anderson, - -

S. C.

Will Anyone
Accept This
Challenge?
Columbia, S. D.
Sept. 9, 1926
Larus & Bro. Co.
Richmond, Va.
„
Gentlemen:
I am a veteran of the Edgeworth
army, still in active service.
I make this claim, challenging all
comers, to have smoked Edgeworth
and nothing else but Edgeworth (when
it was possible to get it) for a longer
period than any other person within
the scope of your territory.
I have smoked Edgeworth for
twenty-one years and will soon start
on the twenty-second.
I'll admit to having tried other
brands, includingso-termed high-class,
high-priced blends and mixtures,
enough to appreciate and satisfy myself of the superiority of Edgeworth.
In all these years I have never had
one can of Edgeworth that varied in
flavor or otherwise.
Yours very truly,
(signed) J. J. Roberts

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

GET A

ROYAL

Typewriter
NOW
CHAMBERS PRINTING CO.
Textile Building
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Use Rubber Gloves
How to keep the smell of an
onion from
your breath:
Peel
carefully, slice with perfect precision, pepper and sail sufficiently
and add. a little olive oil and a few
drops of vinegar and then throw all
away.
Math Made Easy
'You have ten potatoes, and have
to divide them between three pirsons. What do you do?"
"Mash them."

^X^X^X^X^X^^K4^**^^
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Oswald—How come that holdup
to beat you up after you had taken
all those lessons in boxing.
Vincent—Well, you see, he didn't
give me time to put my boxing
gloves on.

Some of the jokes recently published have been considered personal. To those who have taken personal offense we wish to acknowledge the fact that me are sorry to
have published jokes of this nature.

'She—Yes, indeed, my father is
a self-made man. Why, he went into
he Pakehall Hardware store as
an office boy at $12 per month,
and in less than eight years he
owned the store.
He—That's good! But I couldn't
do that in the store I'm working
in now.
iShe—How's that?
He—Oh, we have cash registers.

The Whistle—Berry Syncopators
will now render that popular tune
entitled: Just Molly and Me and)
The Babies Make Pour.
We know a cadet that is so modest he wouldn't look at anything |
with a naked eye.
"iShe reminds me of the North
Pole."
"Howzat?"
"Ice all around her and still that
magnetic personality."
"I'm told you snore 'awfully. Does
your wife make you sleep on the
flat of your back?"
"No, but she makes me sleep in
the back of the flat."
He—Do you pet?
iShe—'Sure. Animals.
He—Go ahead, then,
goat.

I'll be the

"You remember Jack Winston?"
"Why, I think I must have married him.
The name is awfully
familiar."
Walt Dargan—That
fellow you
dancen with is in my class.
She—You flatter yourself.
"How are you getting on with
the typewriter?"
"Fine. I can make twenty mistakes a minute now."
"What's Gilda Gray's dress made
of?"
"Hey, hey."
He—Believe me,
I'm nobody's
fool..
iShe—Too bad, nobody loves you.

hung from the cross-arms toy his
knees, "skinned the cat," and took
off his blouse. The amusing part
of the incident turned out to be
an unintended advertisement
for
the Ingersoll
Watch people,
in
which he accidentally dropped, his
"old faithful" to the ground.
It
was found at the base of some
bushes knocking off the seconds as
happily as ever.
Bishop Mouzon said, "Don't be
araid, for you never get anywhere
in this world without taking risks."
Buster Coin (our weight lifting
cadet) showed more nerve than
may be found in any 300 cadets
by preforming these novel feats.
Stick i<i there with them Buster.

>♦*♦♦**♦*♦♦*♦♦*
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He: "Weren't we engaged last 7
year?"
She: "I expect so, if you were T
staying in the same hotel as I was."
7
CAC
7
DAREDEVIL PERFORMS T
IShe—iMy husband d'ied suddenly
Daire Mister Edyter of the Tiger:
He—Well, don't boast about It.
Your inflammation did, me right
7
much good in making the banquet a
ON
RADIO
TOWER
7
The
old
custom
of
cutting
notches
success for me and my gal. Now that
everything is over and things are in gunstocks has been applied to
?
Clemson has a real dare-devil
normel again I -want to botther you steering wheels now.
in her midst; very few people are T
just one more time.
If it ain't
"Are your crops in Florida both- aware of the fact and it should be T
to much treble will you tell me what
made known. A week ago Sunday
ered
much by pests?"
we are sopposed to do with the lithe climbed our useless radio tow- 7
"No,
I'm
off
the
main
hgbway."
tle schword that we had?
Mine
ers, w.hich reach about 115 feet
was not quite sharpe enough to cut
into the sky, and proceeded to give
IMy
girl
is
like
a
crowbar.
She's
the meet but I kinda mannaged it.
7
us a free demonstration of his grit
Are we sopposed to give it to the not much to crow about and she and nerve.
7
doesn't
bar
anything.
the Sophemoras.
He opened his preformance by
T
The same (full) fiedgel Junyer.
"Liza, why did you hit your man standing on the top of the tower
T
and
swaying
with
the
high
wind,
with the baseball?"
a
bird's-eye-view
Headquarters Corps of Cadets
7
" 'Cause Ah couldn't find de ball while getting
of the campus. Still not having
Clemson A. & M. College
bat."
7
satisfied
his
dare-devil
nature,
he
Clemson College ,S. C.
Juvember 44, 1928
General Order No. 0
General order *No 00, issued Septober 34, 1927, is hereby Tevoked.
The following appointments are
made in the corps of cadets:
To be Colonel—Durais, Lanky
To he Lt. Col.—Knopf, iShorrty.
To be Majors—Robinnett,
Gawky;
Player, Whit; Wackym, iMoonface.
To be Adjutant—Williams, Bopeep.

,*-i- .-- . >-

Certain characteristics of merchandise do not appeal to everybody in the same way. Usually a person has a particular point in mind when choosing
goods. With one person practical service may be
the main consideration. With another, beauty, with
another, comfort. Individual needs and preferences vary.
That is way you will find such sxtensive selections in this store at all times. Only worthy merchandise is here, but it is carried in a large range
of grades and variations.
We believe that merchandise is only as desirable
as it suits your purpose.

7

7
7
X
7
7
7
X
7
7
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MEYERS-ARNOLD COMPANY' INC.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Monthly Charge Accounts Welcome
4HI 4

7
7
7
7
7
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7
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IT WON'T BE LONG NOW

t7

7
7
7
7
7 THE TIGER DRY GLEANING PLANT 7
7
7
CLINT (THE CADET'S) TAYLOR
T
7
H^MMM^^MMM<H^HM^
TILL COMMENCEMENT
Remember what the Prophet said:
"Hell is paved with good intentions."

leading Cigarettes, Princess Paul Chavchavadze

selects

OLD GOLD

"I was much intrigued by the invitation to make
a blindfold test of your leading brands of American cigarettes, to see how they compared with
each other and with those I had smoked abroad.
Could one really taste the difference? I wondered.
"But when I was handed these cigarettes, one by
one, I realized at once that there was a difference
and that the test was conclusive. One cigarette
was so much more appealing, so much more
delicate in flavor. Oh, and so much smoother!

d

"When the test was over and I was told that the
cigarette of my choice was OLD GOLD I understood
at once why this cigarette is so popular among
my American friends."

/r-tua M&e&h&tc<s£6<;
^-

"Is this a genuine bloodhound?"
"Certainly, Oscar, bleed for the
gentleman-"
PRINCESS PAUL CHAVCHAVADZE, Sister of Mrs. Wm. B. Leeds
First L'rchin—Dr. Smith brought
our baby.
■Second Urchin—We take from
him too.

How Test Was Made

"Why, this lion is tame. It'll eat
right off your hand."
"Yeah, and he'll eat off you' leg
too."

"I say, old dear, what's good for
biting fingernails?"
"Sharp teeth, silly?"

7

X7

Blindfolded . . . in scientific test of

Each year the number of traveling salesmen is decreasing. Who
says that the world sn't getting better?

Felt hats may come and strawhats may go, but the high hat goes
on forever.

i
t7

©P. LoriltardCo.,
Est. 1760

SMOOTHF?

Subject was blindfolded, and, in
the presence of two responsible
witnesses, was given one each
of the four leading cigarettes
to smoke. To clear the taste,
coffee was served before each
cigarette. The Princess was en-

tirely unaware of the identity
of these cigarettes during test.
After smoking the four cigarettes, the Princess was asked to
designate by number her choice.
Without hesitation she replied,
"No. 3"... which was OLD GOLD.

AND BETTER - NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
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.reamed?"
"Sixty cents," was the reply.
The farmer looked at her for a
moment and then exclaimed:
"Go on sis- Why, you couldn't
;arry sixty cents' worth of new pota;oes."

TIGER TRACK TEAM
CAPTURE STATE TITLE
(Continued from page 1)
120 Yard High Hurdles—1, Timmons (P. C); 2, Blakeney (Clemson); 3, Lachicotte, (Clemson): 4
Lawton (F). Time, 15.5 sec, new
record.
Half Mile Run—1, Blakeney (C);
2, Powell (F); 3, Martin (S. C.j 4,
Ezell (F). Time, 204.
220 Yard Dash—1, Zobel (Carolina); 2, Hogrefe (P. C); 3, Bristow (F);
4, Harvin, (Clemson).
Time, 22.6 sec.
2 Mile Run—1, Manor (Clemson)
2, Whiteside (P. C); 3, Andrews
(Clemson):
4, Keels,
(Carolina).
Time, 10 min. 17.6 sec. New state
record.
220 Yard Low Hurdles1—1. Lawton (F); 2, Pearce (P. C); 3, Marshall (P. C.) 4, Wise (Clemson).
Time, 26.4.
1 Mile Relay—-1, Clemson; 2, Furman; 3, P. C; 4, Carolina. Time,
3.34.
Summary of Field Events
Pole Vault—1, O'Dell (Clemson);
2, Jones,
(Furman);
3, Rogera
(■Carolina); 4, Clary (Furman); 3,
(Carolina); 4, Clary
(Furman);
Latter
three
tied for
second.
Height, 11 feet, 6 inches.
High Jump—1, O'Dell (Clemson);
2, Grafton (P. C); (tied for 2 and.
3); 3, Kennedy, (Carolina) (tied
for 2 and 3); 4, Timmons (P.. C),
Rembert (Carolina), tied for 4th.
Height, 5.11. New State record.
Discus Throw—1, Wilson (P. C);
2, Davis, (Clemson);
3, Lester,
Clemson); 4, Wolfe,
(Carolina),
Distance 115.1.
'Shot Put—1, O'Dell, (Clemson);
2, Lester
(Clemson); 3,
Wolfe,
(Carolina); 4, Bentley, (Furman).
Distance, 38 feet 6 inches.
Running Bj-oad Jump—1, Hogrefe
(P. C); 2, O'Dell, (Clemson); 3,
Wilson, (P. C); 4, Bentley (F).
Javelin—1, Wilson,
(P. C.); 2,
Smith (F); 3, Beale, (Carolina); 4.
Kennedy (Carolina). Distance 166
feet 7 inches.
OLD "TIGERS" WANTED
The Librarian is very anxious to
have a complete file of "Tigers" in
the library to keep as a permanent
reference. Below are listed all of
the numbers which are lacking for
a complete series of editions. Anyone having any of the mentioned
issues, and wishing to help the Library complete their file, see the Librarian some time before school
closes. The Library is willing to
pay for any copies received as there
ought to be one complete file at the
college.
The num'bers lacking are:
1909—v. 5, Nos. 4 and 5, November and December.
1910—v. 5 all after March.
1915-1916—v. 11 all.
1917-1918—v. 13, all.
1918-1919—v. 14, Nos. 3 and 4, Oct.
16, 23 and Dec. 4, No. 9.
1919-1920—v. 15, Oct. 9, 16, Nov.
6, Dec. 4.
1922-1923—v. 18, Feb. 28.
1925-1926—v. 21, Sept. 16, Oct. 6,
13, and 27.
1926-1927—v. 22, Oct. 27.
1927-1928—v. 23,
Sept. 28, all of
Oct., Nov. 5, 19, Dec. 14.

EXGHfJOE

F. W. LACHICOTTE
'MILLIONS FOR DEFENSE"
Perhaps the BUCCANEER is no
place for anything except something
supposedly funny or humorous; perhaps the monthly ravings of an
irrational editor are supposed to
import naught but foolishness and
frivolity; perhaps the editorial page
should be done away with but then
the editor would have no work to
do.
Anyway, it seems to us that
some of the professors on the Hill
are becoming terribly doddering and
toothless. The latter word, however,
does not mean that these very few
professors, or at last one in particular, has no way of biting the students who must come under his
supervision for several months in a
meagre effort
to glean a little
knowledge from the dead phrases
that permeate the classroom.
Last quarter, ohe professor found
It necessary to hold extra classes.
Not only did he hold one but it
almost became a regular thing. It
was not that he was too conscientious about his class for he is not
that kindly; the class was not so
dumb that it needed extra coaching.
On the contrary the class contained
quite a few brilliant students. And
again, this professor told the class.
In so many words, that if they did
not attend these extra classes, they
would, in all probability, flunk the
course.
There is only one conclusion to be reached; he has become
incapable of teaching the require.!
subject in the required time and is
taking an unjust vengeance on the

fT

HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING SERVICE

T
T
fT
T
OLD ENGINEERING BUILDING
T
Completely destroyed by fire May 27*h, 1926, this was one of the T
largest buildings on the cam'pus. It had been outgrown several times,
and countless additions were made at various periods.
T
rector of investigation of the Socie- Y
student.
This is not written by one of his ty for the Promotion of Engineering
students; the editor has learned Education, will speak to the gradfrom a reliable source that the state- uating class on Tuesday morning. T
ments are true.
But the entire Mr. Wickdenen has long been out- Y
thing may narrow down to this: if standing in the engineering world, T
the book on that course needs extra having been associated with.the
hours' study by the student—more Massachusetts Intitute of Technolo- Y
time than is allotted by the Uni- gy, the Western Electric Company, Y
versity—then officials should, shorten and the American Telephone and
the requirement; if the mon who Telegrapii Company. He is author Y
"teaches" the course is no longer
efficient, h should be shifted to another
department,
perhaps
the
laundry; if the students refuse to
study, and if this entails the holding of extra classes, then those students who refuse to study should be
flunked and not, with the others,
be made to attend extra classes.
The Unversity is a world, in itself
and tyranny should never enter into
the government of education.
—CAROLINA "BUCCANEER."
Coker College "Periscope," editorial: "Our campus is a beautiful
cue, especially in spring when there
is a wealth of flowers, blooming
shrubbery, and grass, and of birds
nesting among the trees, all of which
contribute to an atmosphere of
beauty seldom found elsewhere. We
have the soft chirps of little squirrels
and we hear the charming songs of
mocking birds the entire day. We
have shady walks and quiet nooks
with comfortable seats and green
grass below, all surrounded by stately noble buildings. The campus is
now beginning to get beautiful;
and we can think of It as our very
own and keep it beautiful. How does
it look to see paths across the grass
from one building to another, or
the beautifully rounded plot near
the Post Office cut off?
Surely
these things greatly mar the beauty
of the campus. A scrap of paper,
banana peel, or apple core also, detract greatly from its loveliness."
Such advice would not go amiss
at Clemson, especially that about
the "scrap of paper", banana peel,
or. apple core. The temptation of
throwing miscellaneous bits of trash
from barracks windows is great. We
do not realize at the time that a
scrap will look better in the trash
can than outside the window.
"Freshmen this year are younger
qnd possibly greener than ever,"
says the L. S. U. "Reveille." "The
very interesting discover has been
made that the freshman class at
L. S. U. this year is about half a
vear younger than that of last year
The statistics show that the average
ige of freshmmi girls at the University from 1927-28 is eight months
ind eight days below that of the
f
reshman girls of 1926-27. Similar
-tatistics show a lowering of the
age of men students in these classes
by six months and twenty-eight days.
More of the women of the 1926-27
class were born in January, whereas
the greater number of girl students
In the present freshman class first
saw the light of day in chill December.
September was the popular
month for boys in 'both classs."
Modern education is reaching a
high degree of perfection. We would
not be surprised if, in a decade or
so. the children were born educated.
Such a system would lift the weight
iff a father's shoulders instead of
his bank roll as is the case now.
CAC

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
ATTEND COMMENCEMENT
Two prominent engineers will be
at Clemison during commencement
this year. Professor Dexter Simpson Kimball, dean of the College of
Engineering at Cornell University,
will deliver the address at the dedication of Riggs Hall on Monday
•norning.
Professor Kimbal is an
-ngineering teacher of wide promi•lence and the college offfficials conider themselves fortunate in securg him at th.'s time.
Mr. Will aim Elgin W'ckenden, di-

of a book, "Illumination and Photometry".
It is expected that many engineerits graduates as well as engineers
who are not Clemson men, will be
present for these two addresses by
distinguished engineers.

An HONEST EFFORT
Princeton.—"The idea of letting
your girl tell everybody she has
made a man of you.
You don't
hear my wife saying that about me."
Harvard—-"No, but I heard her
tell Smith that she had done the
best she could."

P. O. Box 1944

HOLLYWOOOD, CALIFORNIA
"WE BUY YOU WHAT THE STARS BUY"
(Reg.)

HOLLYWOOD STYLES ARE A YEAR AHEAD
IN

AMERICA

Correspondence solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Use post office money order.
There is no charge for our shopping service.
Send for our catalogue list: "Strolling along the
boulevard.
JOHN BARRYMORE'S fitted dressing hag
JANET GAYNOR'S afternoon dress
EDMUND LOWE'S shirts, ties, socks, handkerchiefs
IRENE RICH'S dinner pattern of china (12)
COL. TIIM McCOY'S chapps
JOAN CRAWFORD'S poochipet puppy
WILL ROGERS' lasso
_
_
_
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' striped muffler
_
MADGE BELLAMY'S sport scarf
_
_
BESSIE LOVE'S iukelele._.
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THE RADIO PROGRAM
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Folks, this is station F. O. B.
At Smartsetown-Beside-the-iSea,
A subdivision you will like.
C. B,. announcing at the"mike."
We take great pride in introducing
A lady with a voice seducing,
Miss May La May, of Cafe Fritzie,
The place where everything is ritzy!
Four-forty-four Broad Avenue—It's always crowded after two.
She'll sing that little lullaby
TRANSFER AND U-DRIVE-IT
That's made the nation pause to cry:
"My old man's got the rheumatiz;
The Charleston put him where he is."
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Now Miss La May's a snappy dresser
Buys all her gowns from Donner- ♦♦♦
wesser,
The New York Store at Broad an A,
SBS^SBB^SBSSS^S^^S^^^^SBSSBBS^SSS^BSaBBBBEEB^SE
"A dollar down and one a day."
Her Shoes all come from Smith &
Browne,
"The smartest footwear in the town"
Silk gloves and hose and garments
sheer
ORDER YOUR VACATION SUIT NOW
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CLINKSCALES AND CROWTHER
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NOTICE TO CLEMSON CADETS

Simth was never an early bird,
at the office. His boss exclaimed:
"Late again. Have you ever in your
life done anything on time?"
"Yes, sir," was the meek but
prompt reply. "I bought a car."
A farmer_ went into a city restaurant and said to the waitress:
"How much for new
potatoes

ALL-WOOL SUITS $25 AND UP

§

Harry the Tailor Can Fit You

S

124: E. Benson Street
ANDERSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA
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May 13th is MOTHER'S DAY. Let us mail a beautiful
Y
fY
box of SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY CANDY home for you.
We v/ill have a variety pf packages from which you may
Y
f
Y
choose.
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Remember Mother
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SEE "DOC" NOW

L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
WHITMAN'S CANDIES

(FRESH SHIPMENT

>

CLEMSON PENNANTS
SOUVENIRS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery
Absolutely the Latest and Snappiest of the Season
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mill O'DELL AND MANER BREAK RECORDS

5 P O R T
T. J. MITCHELL,

For the first time in four long years Clemson walked off
with the honors in the State track meet. Truly the Tigers
are coming back into their own again. It is the prayer of all
Clemson men, both past and present, that th# Tigers will
again in the near future come back to the top of the pack.
In the meet the final score was Clemson 52, P. C. 46, Furman 36, and the University of S. C. 31. Ross O'Dell was the
highest individual scorer with 18 points.
Three state records were broken and one tied by the perspiring, tan coated athletes. O'Dell, Clemson, cleared the
bar in the high jump with 5 feet, 11 inches, breaking the record of 5 feet 10 inchse set in 1926 by Gaston of Carolina.
Maner, Clemson, clipped 17.8 seconds off the previous mark
of 10 minutes 35.4 seconds set by Cannon, Clemson, in 1927,
for the two mile. Timmons, of P. C. clipped a second off of
his previous record when he stepped over the high hurdles
in 15 flat. The events were run off under a cloudless sky,
andth e boys got a coat of tan that would make a Palm
Beacher envious.

ARCHITECTS TO EXHIBIT
PROBLEMSJN DESIGN

On the last day of school, prizes
were distributed.
When one boy
returned home his mother was entertaining callers, "did you get a
prize?" "No," replied the boy, "but
I got horrible mention."

On Monday afternoon from 3 Co
5, the faculty and campus people
are cordially invited to attend an
exhibition sponsored by the Architectural Division of Clemson College.
This exhibition will be held in the PLAYER—POSITION
Divison's new quarters on the third
floor of Biggs hall, for the purpose
of giving to the outsiders some de- Hewitt, 2B
finite idea as to the nature of the Dunlap, RF
work which is being done by the Magill, IB
classes in the Architectural DepartWilliams, RF
ment.
There will be shown the problems Bryan, P
in architectural design which will
be entered in the Southern Intercol- Abbott, 3B
legiate Competition. Also there will Eskew, LF
be exhibited some paintings and
miniatures by Mrs. Fernow and Prof- McCarley, 3B
essors Hodge and Hartell, in addi- Zeigler, 2B
tion to the numerous pencil drawings
pastels, water colors, charcoals and D. Pearman, P
oils by the students of the four Martin, P
classes.
On Tuesday afternoon, the Cadet Hudgens, SS
Moore, CF
Corps is invited to attend.
CAC
Mahaffey, P
Rub—"I've driven this car six
F. Pearman, C
years and never had a wreck."
Dub—"You mean you've driven Davis, SS
that wreck six years and never had
Corley, P
a car."

SPORTS

Mrs. Bridey (ait 1 a. m.) —"Oh,
Jack, wake up! I can just feel
there's a mouse in the room!"
Husband (drowsily)—"Well, just
feel there's a cat, too, and go to
sleep."

TIGERS TALLIES

Coach Smoky Harper's rats have been playing good ball
thus far and should get the state championship. They still
have a clean slate after playing four games. There is a lot
Woodruff, SS
Tender—"Tell all you know. It
of good material in them that will be good to mould in with will not take long."
Chamblee, P
Foot—"I'll
tell
them
all
we
both
the men left from this year's varsity next spring.
TOTALS AVG.
know, it won't take any longer."

AB

R

H 2B 3B HR

10
1
4
75 12 26
87 12 30
29
5 10
9
13
6
0
2
78 12 25
72 12 21
65
9 18
48
7 13
16
1
4
67 16 16
66 11 15
20
1
4
48 10
8
10
0
10
0
2
10
4
0
0

0
3
6
1
0
2
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

SB

SO E

Pet.

1
4
7
2
2
0
7
1
5

4
5
6
0
0
0
3
7
5
3
0
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
0

.400
.347
.345
.345
.333
.333
.320
.300
.277
.271
.250
.239
.227
.200
.167
.000
.000
.000
.000
.284

0
4
2
0
0
0
1
2
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

701 111 199 26 14

3

59 48 40

0
0

2
11
1
2
0
0
8
5
5
3
0
6
10
0
6
0
0
0

2

1
4
9
1
2
0
0
0
0

The varsity baseball team came back Saturday afternoon
to beat Auburn 6-5. This was certainly a lot better than
the previous losing games against the Tigers from the Plains.
The first two games played against Auburn here were marked
with just flocks of errors by the Clemson players, but in the
last game they seemed to have gotton hold of themselves and
played a real good game. They have lost only one state
game so far and there is still plenty of hope that they will
come out on top in the race for the state championship.
The games scheduled with Citadel and Erskine here on the
7th and 8th respectively were postponed on account of the
inclement weather. Riggs Field looked as if the Seneca
had changed its course and formed a young lake out of it.
With good weather and plenty of drying agents the field will
be in condition for the games coming the latter part of the
week.

yA

In the tennis tournament played here last week with Erskine the Clemson raquet men came out on the low end of
the score. The Erskinites won five out of the six matches.
Bob McCarley won the only one for Clemson.
Flint Rhem, former Clemson star, was the winning pitcher
in a game with the Brooklyn Dodgers Monday. Rhem is_with
the Cardinals now.
The swimming team is trying to arrange a match with
either Emory or the Marines. The "ducks" under the coaching
of "Holtzy" are improving rapidly and it is hoped that in
their next meet that they will come out on the big end of the
score. These boys have worked hard and they deserve to
make a good showing. Their inexperience has been a big
handicap to them, but by next year they will have enough experience to make them logical contenders against any team in
the South.
The teams for camp are about to get under way. If you
are able to catch a ball, swim a stroke W+ a pretty good lick,
can run, and are a Junior see the man in charge of your chosen
field and start getting in shape.

TIGER GUBS ANNEX
TWO FROM PIEDMONT
The Tiger Cubs added another victory to their growing
collection,
when the defeated Piedmont College of Georgia in two games on
April 4 and 5.
The first game resulted In a
score of 18 and 6. Clemson succeeded in touching the four Piedmont
hmrlers for a total of 23 hits. Timmerman pitched superb
baseball,
limiting the Piedmont hitters to a
minimum. Justus and Cook with 4
hits each, and Watson and Hudgens
with 3 each featured in the batting.
In the second game, both teams
played careful baseball and the Tiger
worked hard for a final 6 and 5
victory, after ten innings.
Pied-

mont scored its five counters in the
first two innings, after which Query,
the Tiger hurler settled down allowing few hits and striking out 16
men. The winning tally occured in
the tenth inning, when Cook walked,
and Justus doubled down the first
base line, scoring Cook. Piedmont
staged a dramatic rally in the tenth,
and succeeded in getting two men
on bases, but Justus made a beautiful stop at Gill's hard drive to
shortstop for the final out.
Justus touched Gill, the crack
Piedmont hurler, for a single, double
and a homer, his batting and Query's
pitching were the highlights of the
game.
Score by innings:
First game
Clemson
330 522 030 18
Piedmont
000 030 210 6
Second game
Clemson
000 010 310 1 6
Piedmont
320 000 000 0 5

Good.

That's what it is

No USE trying to put a definition around
Camel. It is as diverse and fugitive as the
delicate tastes and fragrances that Nature
puts in her choicest tohaccos, of which
Camel is rolled. Science aids Nature to he
sure by blending the tobaccos for subtle
smoothness and mildness. One way to
describe Camels is just to say, "They are
good!"
Somehow, news of Camel has got around.
R

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

Each smoker telling the other, we suppose.
At any rate, it's first—in popularity as well
as quality. It has heaten every record ever
made by a smoke. Modern smokers have
lifted it to a new world leadership.
Camels request a place in your appreciation. Try them upon every test known.
You'll find them always loyal to your highest standard.
"Have a Camel!"
01927
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